A Comparison of Social (Weekend) Smokers, Regular (Daily) Smokers and a Never-Smoked Group Upon Everyday Prospective Memory
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Abstract: Our previous studies suggested that smokers have a worse performance on everyday prospective memory (PM) tasks than non-smokers. The present study compared regular and social smokers to see if there is a dose-response relationship between smoking and PM. We recruited 28 social (weekend) smokers (SS), 28 regular (daily) smokers (RS) and 28 people who had never smoked (NS) from among social science students who reported no psychiatric or drug and alcohol problems. The participant’s PM was assessed by means of a Prospective Remembering Video Procedure (PRVP). After controlling for between-group variations in weekly (moderate) alcohol use, mood and IQ, the findings revealed that NS performed better than RS (F= 1.44, p<.01) and SS (F= 1.70, p<.01), with no significant difference between RS and SS (F= 1.00, p=.38). Smokers have a lower performance on our PM task than non-smokers, regardless of the type of smoking pattern.
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INTRODUCTION

Tobacco smoking leads to a range of adverse health consequences, including an array of cancers, respiratory complications and coronary heart disease [1, 2], but despite these facts being widely published many smokers continue to smoke. There are a range of cognitive deficits associated with prolonged smoking including deficits in psychomotor speed [3], verbal and visual memory [4, 5], working memory [4, 6-9] and executive function [10-13]. It should be noted that some of the previous research has shown mixed effects of smoking upon memory, including no change or enhancement [see e.g. 14, 15], however this early research was confounded by a lack of an adequate control group (i.e. the lack of a non-smoking comparison group) or had used deprived smokers (where the ‘enhancement’ shown in memory reflects a return to baseline cognitive performance following a period of smoking abstinence). In addition, this work has tended to focus on retrospective memory, with much less focus upon what impact prolonged smoking has upon everyday memory processes. One example of everyday memory is prospective memory (PM) - which refers to the cognitive ability to carry out particular planned action(s) at some future point(s) in time [16, 17]. PM is important because the successful management of everyday tasks is crucial to independent living [17] and problems with PM might best reflect the difficulties experienced by smokers in their daily lives. PM failures can seriously disrupt everyday living, ranging from the less serious forms (e.g. forgetting to post a birthday card on time), to very serious forms of lapses (e.g. forgetting to take an important medication on time).

Only a handful of studies have focused on smoking-related PM deficits. In two of these studies smokers reported significantly more self-reported PM lapses (e.g. forgetting to meet with friends on time, posting letters on time) when compared with never-smoked groups [18, 19] and a further study found smoking-related PM deficits when compared with never-smoked group on an objective measure in the form of the Cambridge Prospective Memory Test which provided a laboratory-based measure of PM [20]. These findings were observed after controlling for a range of other factors, e.g. other drug use and mood. A recent focus in the smoking literature is the distinction between ‘social’ and ‘regular’ smoking as distinct patterns of smoking [see e.g. 21, 22]. A social smoker can be defined as a person who smokes a fairly large quantity of cigarettes in a short session (i.e. within a few hours) on a handful of occasions across the week (e.g. when going out at the weekend with friends). Regular smokers are those who smoke on a daily basis, regardless of any activity in which they are engaged. It has been suggested that social smokers exhibit a different psychobiological profile from regular smokers [22], but no work to date has compared social and regular smokers on cognition in general, or on everyday cognition in the form of prospective remembering. If the association between smoking and memory functioning is causal, we would expect a dose-response, i.e. a more severe deficit in heavier smokers compared to occasional smokers.

The current study therefore aims to address this by comparing ‘social (weekend) smokers’, ‘regular (daily) smokers’, and a never-smoked control group on an objective PM measure in the form of the Prospective Remembering Video Procedure (PRVP). The PRVP involves remembering a series of pre-determined location-action combinations whilst viewing a short CD clip of a busy shopping high street, giving the procedure ecological validity since it is more akin to remembering within a real-world context. The
PRVP is based on a methodology used previously to reveal selective PM deficits in both cannabis users [23] and binge drinkers [24]. Other recreational drug use (e.g. alcohol, cannabis, ecstasy) were also measured and analysed - since these variables are known to affect PM performance independently [25, 26]. Given that mood (e.g. anxiety, depression) can interact with drug use upon cognition and memory [27] and that mood has been shown to influence PM directly [28], this was also measured and its relationship to the main PM was analysed. Finally, variations in IQ were measured since this good performance on IQ (using the National Adult Reading Test) correlates well with good PM performance [29].

**METHODS**

**Participants**

One-hundred and forty undergraduate students studying on the first or second year of a social science degree (psychology, criminology, and sociology) were recruited from universities in the North East of England on a voluntary basis. The inclusion criteria were: a) that the person had never reported using any illegal substance (ecstasy, cannabis, etc.) alongside smoking, b) did not drink excessive amounts of alcohol i.e. more than the recommended ‘safe’ weekly limits or were/had been ‘binge drinkers’ [see 24] or had not used alcohol within the past 48-hours, c) reported that they had never suffered from a psychiatric condition (e.g. substance-dependence, clinical depression or amnesia). From the original 140 students screened, 93 were eligible to take part in the study, but to achieve balanced numbers across the three groups (social smokers, regular smokers, and a never-smoked group), a further 9 participants were randomly omitted from the data base. Eighty-four participants remained and 28 of these were classified as ‘social smokers’ (SS: defined as those who smoked on one or two occasions over the weekend), 28 were classed as ‘social smokers’ (SS: 19 females) who smoked an average of 21.4 cigarettes when going out on one or two occasions over the weekend, 28 ‘regular smokers’ (RS: 22 females) who smoked an average of 10-15 cigarettes daily, and 28 who had never smoked any tobacco product (NS: 18 females). All of the smoking participants reported that they only smoked cigarettes and had smoked immediately before testing began in order to avoid any potential smoking withdrawal effects [30]. All participants were studying at university at the time of testing.

None of the participants reported having previously suffered from/or were currently suffering from any psychiatric condition. Descriptive statistics for age, weekly units of alcohol use, number of cigarettes smoked and smoking history are contained in Table 1.

**Measures and Procedure**

A Drug Use Questionnaire used in previous research [23, 24] measured smoking and other drug use, the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale [31] measured mood in terms of levels of anxiety and depression, and the National Adult Reading Test (NART) was administered during the study and provided a current measure of IQ [32]. Objective PM was measured by means of the PRVP which involved presenting a list of 16 specific locations (e.g. “When you reach the ‘Next’ store”) accompanied by a list of associated actions (e.g. “Exchange a jumper you bought previously”), followed by an 8-minute CD clip of a busy shopping area of a UK city containing the pre-determined location-action combinations. The participant was instructed that he/she should only write down each location-action combination when the familiar location was reached on viewing the CD clip and not before, to ensure that each combination was recalled as part of the ongoing PM task presented on the CD clip. Non-target distracter tasks (other shop fronts, passers-by) were also included on the CD clip to ensure that the task was akin to real world prospective remembering. One point was given for each location-action combination correctly recalled, ranging from 0-16, with the higher score indicating more proficient PM. The PRVP methodology has been used in previous research to uncover drug-related PM deficits in cannabis users and binge drinkers, and shows acceptable reliability (α = 0.68) [see 23, 24]. Individual testing took place in a quiet laboratory situation and testing time was approximately 30 minutes. Ethical approval was obtained from the School of Life Sciences Ethics Committee at Northumbria University.

**Data Analysis and Statistical Methods**

All data was entered into SPSS-16. An independent t-test compared the SS and RS groups in terms of length of smoking in years. Chi-square analysis was applied to compare the gender breakdown across the SS, RS and NS groups. A univariate analysis of co-variance (ANCOVA) was applied to compare the three groups on their

### Table 1. Descriptive Data for the Social Smokers, Regular Smokers and Never Smoked Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Social Smokers (N=28)</th>
<th>Regular Smokers (N=28)</th>
<th>Never Smoked (N=28)</th>
<th>Between Group Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>20.3 (2.88)</td>
<td>22.5 (4.63)</td>
<td>21.0 (2.87)</td>
<td>F=2.55, P=.08 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of smoking (in years)</td>
<td>6.55 (5.67)</td>
<td>7.93 (5.21)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>T=0.94, P=.34 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly alcohol use</td>
<td>14.9 (6.83)</td>
<td>13.2 (8.82)</td>
<td>16.5 (10.8)</td>
<td>F=0.94, P=.39 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS Anxiety</td>
<td>7.14 (3.13)</td>
<td>8.79 (3.46)</td>
<td>7.79 (3.52)</td>
<td>F=1.68, P=.19 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS Depression</td>
<td>3.00 (2.12)</td>
<td>4.07 (2.56)</td>
<td>3.64 (2.26)</td>
<td>F=1.50, P=.19 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NART IQ</td>
<td>116 (2.98)</td>
<td>117 (7.33)</td>
<td>117 (6.86)</td>
<td>F=2.21, P=.11 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRVP</td>
<td>8.96 (2.51)</td>
<td>8.71 (2.29)</td>
<td>10.3 (1.91)</td>
<td>F=4.91, P&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means and standard deviations (in brackets) comparing SS, RS and NS groups on age, cigarettes per-week, length of smoking in years (smokers only), units of alcohol consumed per-week, scores on the HADS anxiety and depression scales, IQ (NART) and PRVP scores. The final column summarises the results of between groups analyses (F tests and t-test), identifying significant and non-significant between group differences.
performance on the PRVP – controlling for age, weekly alcohol use, scores on the HADS anxiety and depression scales and IQ (NART).

RESULTS

Table 1 below contains the means and standard deviations (in brackets) for age, cigarettes smoked per week, length of smoking (in years), weekly alcohol use (the number of UK alcohol units consumed per week), HADS depression and HADS anxiety scores, IQ (NART) scores and scores on the PRVP, comparing the SS, RS and NS groups. An independent t-test revealed no significant difference between the SS and RS in terms of length of smoking years ($t(54) = 0.94, p = 0.34$). Chi-Square analysis revealed no significant difference in the number of males and females between the SS, RS and NS groups ($\chi^2(2) = 1.48, p = 0.57$). A series of one-way ANOVAs reveal no between group differences on age, weekly alcohol use, HADS anxiety, HADS depression and NART scores ($p> .08$ in all cases). To control for between-groups variations in age, weekly alcohol use (units), scores on the HADS anxiety and depression scales and IQ (NART), we used an analysis of co-variance (ANCOVA) comparing SS, RS and NS groups on the PRVP data. The ANCOVA revealed no relationships between weekly alcohol use and PRVP scores ($F(1, 76) = 0.53, p = 0.46$), HADS anxiety and PRVP scores ($F(1, 76) = 2.57, p = 0.11$), HADS depression and PRVP scores ($F(1, 76) = 2.09, p = 0.15$) or IQ and PRVP scores ($F(1, 76) = 0.07, p = 0.78$), but age did produce an independent impact upon PRVP scores ($F(1, 76) = 4.41, p < .05$). After controlling for variations in these covariates the ANCOVA revealed a significant between-group main effect in terms of PRVP scores ($F(1, 76) = 4.91, p < .01$). It should be noted that the between groups difference remained significant with the removal of the covariates form the analysis of variance test ($F(1, 81) = 4.52, p < .01$). Pairwise comparisons revealed that the NS group performed significantly better than SS group ($F = 1.70, p< .01$) and the RS group ($F = 1.44, p< .01$), with no difference between the SS and RS groups ($F = 1.00, p=.38$).

INSERT TABLE 1 HERE

DISCUSSION

The study compared ‘social smokers’ (SS; those who smoked a fairly large quantity of cigarettes on one or two occasions at the weekends) with a group of regular smokers (RS; who smoked on a daily basis) and a never-smoked (NS) control group to determine whether particular smoking patterns (SS and RS) has a differential impact upon everyday PM. After omitting people who drank excessively, used other drugs or suffered from a psychiatric disorder, and after controlling for between-group variations in weekly (moderate) alcohol use, mood and IQ, the findings revealed that both SS and RS performed significantly worse on the PRVP than NS, with no differences between the SS and RS groups. The finding that smokers performed worse on an objective PM task (the PRVP) when compared with a never-smoked group is consistent with previous research [18], but importantly reveals a lack of dose-response, which reduces the likelihood that the observed relationship is causal, although it does not rule out such a possibility altogether. Smoking-related memory decline in general has been linked with increases in accelerated cerebral degeneration, such as brain shrinkage and atrophy [33, 34] and recent evidence has highlighted links between dangerous carcinogens in tobacco smoking and neuronal damage in the mammalian brain [35]. It is feasible that, given the links between PM and activity in the prefrontal/frontal regions of the brain [36, 37] there is smoking-related damage at the cerebral, or even neuronal levels.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

There are a number of limitations to this study. A sample of students may not be representative of smokers in general. The use of self-reported smoking rate can be problematic, for example, participants who reported only occasional smoking may in fact smoke regularly. Future studies should use objective measures of smoke intake such as expired air carbon monoxide levels. Although the present study used the PRVP (and previous work has used the CAMPROMPT) to assess everyday PM, both of these tasks are laboratory-based methods and recent thinking in the PM field has emphasised the need to utilise actual real-world PM tasks [17]. Also, the reliability of the PRVP (Cronbach’s alpha level = .68) is modest. In addition, we found no relationship between the performance on PRVP and the NART, although memory would normally be expected to correlate with IQ [see 29]. The fact that we replicated the previous finding despite using a potentially weak measure, makes the results more noteworthy, but it also suggests that further studies are needed and some caution needs to be exercised in interpreting our findings.

Future research should explore smoking-related PM deficits using a real world methodology – for example, an actual shopping trip scenario along an actual busy shopping high street. It could also be argued that the PRVP only provides a ‘snapshot’ of everyday memory while in reality PM is often carried out over prolonged delays (such as hours, days, or weeks). Future research should vary the task duration. Finally, given that in the UK smokers and non-smokers differ in terms of a range of factors [see e.g. 38] including mental health, socioeconomic status and lifestyle variables (diet, exercise) it is feasible that the current finding reflects such between-group differences. Future research should measure such variables and analyse their impact upon everyday prospective memory function.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this is the first study to compare SS, RS and NS groups in PM. We confirmed out previous findings showing that smokers have lower performance on a PM task than non-smokers, but we found no difference between regular and social smokers and thus failed to show a dose-response. Further research is needed to help understand the observed link.
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